For our Headquarters in Darmstadt, we are looking for an

APPLICATION ENGINEER
(EM SIMULATION SPECIALIST)

CORE RESPONSIBILITIES

BENEFITS

You will work as part of an international team of specialists
on modeling electromagnetic systems across a very wide
spectrum of applications, using cutting-edge 3D EM simulation software. You will support our customers extensively
through the challenges of designing and developing new and
innovative products. This means maintaining existing relationships with customers and managing accounts as well as
establishing new contacts. Your responsibilities will include
customer support and benchmarking, as well as creating and
presenting training sessions and workshops for current and
prospective customers.

We work in a highly motivated team in a collegiate atmosphere, and offer flexible working hours in modern offices,
with an attractive, performance-related salary (incl. bonus
scheme). Through a wide range of social benefits we provide
you a working environment in which you can fully develop
your capabilities.

REQUIREMENTS
You have successfully completed your studies in electrical
engineering with very good results and have an excellent
understanding of electromagnetic fields. You have a strong
interest in 3D EM simulation and enjoy working with customers. Ideally, you have experience in PCB design or EMC. You
can use English at a professional level and are enthusiastic
about working with and developing the newest technology.

CONTACT US
	Please email your application (including a cover letter,
CV, university transcripts and written references) to:
SIMULIA.CST.People.Jobs@3ds.com
CST - Computer Simulation Technology GmbH
Bad Nauheimer Str. 19
64289 Darmstadt
Tel.: 06151 7303 0
Web: www.cst.com
For more information please contact Dr. Ulrich Becker.

joins

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF CST
CST GmbH, based in Darmstadt, Germany, is part of
Dassault Systèmes. We are one of the leading providers of 3D simulation software for calculating electromagnetic fields. Our software products are used

by engineers around the world in both industry and
research. As a highly innovative company, CST offers a
secure position with many varied and challenging tasks
in an open, friendly and international atmosphere.

